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All items listed above are included
All pages readable (not sideways, font is clear and readable)
No blank pages are included
Page numbers are placed at the bottom right corner of each page
Each bookmark is linked to the correct page
Headings for each section of the pdf are blue and bold

Before printing copies, send bookmarked pdf to Brenda Gritsch for review.

After reviewed and approved:
 Submit Promotion Record as single bookmarked pdf to CLAS: clas-pt@uiowa.edu
 Deliver the following items to CLAS, 240 SH:
o 3 sets of paper copies (double-sided)
o a single set of materials/publications that were sent to external reviewers
o The original signed Recommendation for Promotion Cover Sheet

Questions? Contact Brenda Gritsch, 335-2610 or Alaina Hanson, 335-3015

